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LAUGHTER, BEAUTY AND HUMAN RESOLVE

Irnagine leaving your home on a moment's notice
with some clothes, a few sketches and a CD filled
with a handful of the 20,000 political cartoons
you had drawn over the past SO years. In 2011, the
Syrian cartoonist Ali Ferzat left Damascus under
similar circumstances. After he recuperated from
being badly attacked and having his hands broken,
his family felt his life was in danger and urged him
to flee. Ferzat, a 2002 Prince Claus Fund laureate,
joined the thousands of other Syrians who could
no longer remain in their country due to the
violence of the regime. The more than yearlong
uprising against the dictatorship of Bashar alAssad has left countless people homeless either
as refugees or political exiles.

Arner Mattar visits the artists' collective Arf>(!)d
Freedom and contributes a piece on Freedom
Graffiti Week Syria, alongside the photographer
and street art specialist Pasc2e>ghbi. Visual critic
Donatella Delll(Biatta examines user-generated
creativity in the 'raised hands' campaign and artist
Khall 6,unes explains the influence of Goya in his
depictions of the revolution. In a moving essay,
human rights lawyer Raz Qt2f'.aitouneh counts
bodies - literally - while novelist Rafik~ chami
. ponders death by Facebook.

For those of us who have had the opportunity of
working, researching or spending time in Syria,
and getting to know the people there, the current
situation remains untenable. The exhibition Culture
in Defiance: Continuing Traditions of Satire, Art
and the Struggle for Freedom in Syria reveals an
incredible outburst of creative dissent under
extreme duress. Some, like Fe!=at, started working
during the long years of Hafez Assad; others like
Ma~asit Mati, the group who produces the cyber
puppet plays Top Goon: Diaries of a Little Dictator,
only last year. The exhibition features a wealth of
short films, animations, popular songs, graffiti, art,
posters, and wise words from inspirational Syrians.

In this issue, we also showcase impressive creative
writing - with literary nonfiction in the poetic
memoir of the revolution by Sami\2Ozbek, a chilling
account of when the shabiha ('the thugs') took over
Latakia by novelist Ro§6issin Hassan, and Hama
under the Assads by Manha'1!)sarraj. There are
insightful pronouncements on imprJØment and
the simpl§,aeasures of life, alongside the debut in
English of the remarkable short story 'First Safety
Manoeuvre' by Ara'5Øhhan. Like the hundreds of
Syrian artists and writers who produce their work
about the revolution anonymously, both he and
Leen Zyiad have been writing, editing and cocurating under pseudonyms.

Our eponymous publication is less art catalogue
and more in-depth study on cultural rebellion
in Syria. Journalist Lemgzyiad writes about
'revolution as carnival' and the cities and villages
in the country that have been singing, dancing
and performing for regime change in the Bakhtinian
sense. A series of wide - ranging articles about
11J-l'S c, th!åtlre, post~:f!l a.king and cel fJ'6one
cinema consider cultural production, both as a

Nonviolent resistance and the power of culture
are recurrent themes in this bilingual edition in
Arabic and English. So, how does one stand down
dictatorship, mass killings, snipers and the deep
depression of exile? To paraphrase the director
Jameel from Top Goon, who also always appears
masked in public, everything scary can be dealt
with through laughter, beauty and human resolve.

reaction to the regime and as a tribute to the
courage of the protestors who have been risking
their lives.
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CULTURE ISA BASIC NEED

The Prince Claus Fund was set up on 6 September 1996 as a

tribute to Prince Claus' dedication to culture and development.
The Fund believes that culture is a basic need and the motor
of development.
The Prince Claus Fund's mission is to actively seek cultural
collaborations founded an equality and trust, with partners of
excellence, in spaces where resources and opportunities for
cultural expression, creative production and research are
limited and cultural heritage is threatened.

The Prince Claus Fund supports artists, critical thinkers and
cultural organisations in spaces where freedom of cultural
e xpression is restricted by conflict, poverty, repression,
marginalisation or taboos. Annually, the Fund grants eleven
Prince Claus Awards to individuals and organisations for their
outstanding achievements in the field of culture and
development. The Fund also provides first aid to cultural
heritage damaged by man-made or natural disaster.
In 15 years, the Fund has supported 1,600 cultural activities,
awarded 165 outstanding cultural practitioners and
organisations, and provided cultural aid in over 90
emergency situations.
The Fund has built a diverse global network of e xcellent
people, many of them role models in their own societies. This
network of trust and mutual respect is the backbone of the
Fund. Local partners and initiatives guide all the Fund's work,
foliowing the conviction of Prince Claus that people are not
being developed, but develop themselves.
According to Prince Constantijn, Honourary Chairman of the
Fund: 11 The Prince Claus Fund has sought to support culture
and creative expression in people and communities; where
these meet with resistance. We used terms like the amnesty for
culture; culture as a basic need; giving voice to the unheard in
zones of si lence. They are all ex pressions of the central idea
that culture is what makes us human. Development without it
cannot be sustainable a nd is meaningless.
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In the end it is all about people; which is exactly why this Fund
was so dear to my father. Colourful, brave and engaged people
who stand up for their ideas; showing how rich the world is;
and also how lit tle we know and w hat potential goes to waste
in many of the societies across the world due to oppression,
conflict natural disaster and poverty." 1

·.;

The Prince Claus Fu nd is fi n ancially supported by the
Mi nistry of Foreign Affairs, the Postcode Lottery and
individual donations. Many individuals around the world
contribute their ex pertise to the Fund.
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Culture and Development
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1017 CE Amsterdam
t +31 (0)20 344 91 60
f +31 (0)20 344 91 66
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Unless stat ed otherw ise, copyright for text and images res t s w ith the individual authors, artist s, photographers and translators.
The views and opinions expressed in the publication and exhibition Culture in Defiance: Continuing Traditions of Satire, Art and the Search for
Freedom in Syria are those of individual contributors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy o r position of the Prince Claus Fund.
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On art, censorship, freedom
and
the revolution in Syria
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ALI FERZAT
I think I was five when I started drawing cartoons
and making up satirical stories about what was
taking place in my own house. I didn't choose to
be a caricaturist. I was bom like this. When I was
twelve years old, I had my first cartoon published
in Al Ayyam ('The Days'). The owner had no idea
I was only in the sixth grade!
My cartoons touch on people's lives, and people
trust them. They became like a lantern that people
look to. My caricatures were devoid of speech and
used symbols, and because of that I could survive
censorship in my country and publish some of
them freely. This approach also gave my work an
international appeal since it relied on images
anyone could understand - without the barrier of
language intervening. So while I was trying to
avoid censorship at home, I unintentionally gave
my cartoons wings that made them fly off to the
rest of the world. In this way I managed toget the
voice of the people inside Syria to the international
community, basically through shared channels of
human interest.
My early cartoons showed actions and behaviour
based around a general theme, like hunger. Little
by little my cartoons became very popular and
people bought the newspapers for the cartoons.
From the early to late 1970s, I published a daily
editorial cartoon in the official newspaper Al Thawra
('Revolution'). Sometimes the managing editor
failed to understand the symbolism in the cartoon,
and atter it was published, he would get a shouting
phone call from the government. So a new procedure
'!'las put in place. First, the editor in chief had to
look at the cartoon. lf he approved it, he had to
send it to the general manager of the newspaper.
Whether or not he approved it, or found it too
controversial or difficult to understand, he had to
send it to the minister of information [in charge of
media]. At that time, the minister was a bit of an
ass, and he would say 'yes' because he didn't
understand it. The next day people saw the cartoon
and immediately comprehended its meaning
because it was just a matter of common sen se. Then
the angry phone calls would start all over again.
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One time, the general manager sat fora long time
contemplating one of my cartoons, unable to
detect exactly why he should censor it. But he felt
he needed to, simply because he didn't trust it,
so he looked at me and said, "Just promise, swear
to God, there is nothing bad in this." In 1980, I had
a meeting with a former prime minister who said,
"Can we give you a salary so that you will stay and
do nothing. Your cartoons undo all of our work on
the first page."
For me, drawing is a means to an end and not a
purpose by itself. The ar:tist is always the one who

produces an idea, but if that artist is not living
within his own cominunity and going through what
the people there are going through, then how could
he understand what's going on and reflect it? To
be a good artist or painter, you have to express
the feelings and experiences of the people. Art is
all about living with your own people, and having
a vision about what they need as well. You can't
sit in your own room isolated behind your window
and draw about life. It doesn't work like that.
The concept of red lines depends on the culture
and the level of civil liberties achieved in a country.
Europe and America are definitely different from
the Middle East. Freedom of the press should imply
a responsibility rather than something undertaken
chaotically. lt's not like I do whatever I feel like
doing at whatever moment I feel like doing it,
regardless of the consequences. It is a matter of
moral commitment. lt's relative; you always have
to find the right balance. Some newspapers refrain

I am humbled by
the CULTURE
and HEART
of people who cannot
draw or write but
who are sacrificing
their lives for
freedom

from nothing and call it 'freedom', while other
newspapers even censor human interest stories. I
see both as bad. Too much suppression in the name
of commitment is not good, but by the same token
too much unethical commitment in the name of
freedom is not wise either. They are both the same.
At the beginning of Bashar al -Assad's presidency,
I used to communicate directly with him beyond
the control of the mukhabarat, the secret police,
and I was happy about that. I tried to get him to
meet other artists . I remember when he first
walked into my exhibition at a cultural centre - a
tall dude with a large entourage. He asked me how
he could access what the people were thinking
and I told him to just talk to them . When he asked
me what my plans were for the future, I said I was
going to start a satirical newspaper and wanted
to tackle every aspect of the government. He said
I might as well go after the parliament as well.
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IN HIS OWN WORDS

ALI FERZAT
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When the Ba'ath Party initially came to power
in 1963, it closed all private and independent
newspapers and publications . My newspaper,
Al Doumari ('Lamplighter'), was the first
independent newspaper in nearly twenty years.
One of our themes was corruption. A scandal had
erupted with IV serums because they were out of
date and yet they were still being used in a hospital
in Damascus. So I drew serum bags filled with fish.
The newspaper was allowed to publish for two
years and three months exactly. Then it was
banned. During this period, there were two
attempts to arrest me and 32 cases were filed
against the newspaper in the courts . Pro-Ba'ath
students demonstrated in front of the offices of
Al Doumari. People were prevented · from
advertising in it. By then, I was never able to reach
Bashar, and when I finally did get through, he told
me to handle my own problems . Now we're
working on publishing a new Al Doumari outside
of Syria that will complement the coverage of the
revolution from within.

I haven't seen the
BRITISH
DUTCH
or
FRENCH
demonstrating
against what's
happening in
SYRIA
in the way they
demonstrated against
THE VIETNAM WAR

corruption anymore. Admittedly, it was nearly
suicidal to draw someone who is considered a
god-like figure for the regime and the Ba'ath party.
As a cartoonist, it is not my position to discuss
politics, but we have been explaining our eau se and
bleeding for over a year. We will be bleeding and
explaining our cause for the next ten years. I haven't
seen the British, Dutch or French demonstrating
against what's happening in Syria in the way they
demonstrated against the Vietnam War. It is a
massacre and I am upset by the world's silence.
When I was living in Damascus, the US ambassader
and ether officials visited me and asked the
foliowing question: "We support the revolution, but
do you know who the people in the streets are?"
I told them, I don' t know them one by one but I do
know thei r conscience. Every Friday is dedicated
to a theme. The first Friday was 'No to sectarianism'.
Then there was Azadi Friday, which means 'freedom'
in Kurdish; Great (Good) Friday to acknowledge
th~ Christians; ' Free Wom~ n of Syria' Friday and
'The Syrian Revolution Is for Everyone' Friday. Now
we are seeing certain sides breaking these pledges
of freedom, and there are conflicting sides within
the anti-government opposition. Despite all that is
going on, I have a request: Don' t confuse the politics
w ith the diplomacy.
After I was assaulted and my hands were broken,
someone asked me: could I still find the courage
to draw? I to.Id them I had been ashamed by the
suffering of 13-year-old Hamza al-Khatib [whose
body was badly mutilated, returned to his family
and prompted nationwide protests in Syria]. I am
humbled by the culture and heart of people who
cannot draw or write but who are sacrificing their
lives for freedom. lt's not about being well read,
it's about how you behave. I don't want to sound
extremist, but Syria is the birthplace of the world's
culture - your home before your home. It is where
the alphabet was created .
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Breaking the barrier of fear
Although my cartoons always used symbols to
focus on behavioural patterns and rarely portrayed
identifiable persons, three months before the
revolution began I wanted to help break the barrier
of fear in the hearts of the people. I considered
this to be my duty, as well. So I put on my website,
"We have to break the barrier of fear. that is 50
years old," and I drew first Prime Minister Adel
Safar; then [the wealthy businessman and cousin
of B asha r] Rami Makhlouf; recognisable figures
from the security apparatus and fin a lly the
pre sident. It was a decision that took a lot of guts,
but I felt it was time. No one could take their

Has the revolution inspired me to draw more? Your
e nthusiasm to produce varies, according to how
you're feeling psychologically - what's going on
around you - and how well you are physically.
I just started drawing atter healing. Now my hands
are better and l've begun to come back.

IN HIS OWN WORDS
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RAFIK SCHAMI,

the Syrian author of the novel
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Darker Side of Love,
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than half a century,
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It was economic misery that caused the Arab
Spring. We have countries [in the Middle East]
that are rich in natura! resources, but in my opinion,
they are led by thieves. The state has disintegrated.
The current system is more like the mafia. It is a
corrupted network from the very top to the bottom
of the pyramid, reaching down to the lowliest
employee or c lerk. From the outside i t may look
like a state but it isn't.
The technologically savvy, young generation that
has grown up under this system is quicker than the
secret police [in these countries]. There is this joke
atl over Facebook: when Hosni Mubarak dies, Nasser
and Sadat welcome hlm to helt. Sadat asks Mubarak:
"How were you kil/ed, did they shoot you?n [Sadat
had been assassinated.] Mubarak answers, "No,
worse." Nasser asks, " Did they poison you?" because
Nasser was poisoned by a m asseuse. Mubarak
answers, "No, worse. It was Facebook."
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The Internet, which we In Eu rope use almost
unthlnkingly, enabled the young, unemployed and
angry to aet quicker than the secret police. It gave
them the upper hand in the revolts .
This group doesn't belong t o a political party or
have specific goals. They just know they do not
want the system to stay as it is. And now comes

the second phase, which is the most dangerous
in every revolution, when they start stating their
goals. Some want a democratic state; another
taction wants a liberal state; a third a social state
and a fourth wants a fundamentalist state mode lied
on shari'a law. This is where conflict can begin and
we should not underestimate it..
In Syria, I grew up in a Christian alley parallel to a
Jewish one. Of course, we were the minority, and
had less rights [than Muslims]. But we lived
together, played and dreamed together, loved each
other and had fights. It was normal. Now you want
to tell me that the more modern we become, the
less possible it is to live together? In a globalised
world, I can communicate simultaneously w i th
people in Norway and in South Africa - I am not
exaggerating, these are my email conversations
- and we still must find a way for Israel and Lebanon
to co-exist? Dictatorships do not make peace; they
use only firepower. The only hope for democracy
is through peaceful means.
People are tired [of the troubles] . I regret having
to say this, but there are children who a re now
60 years old in Palestine and Israel, who do not
know one day of peace. Surely it is time to say
we only want governments who can live in peace
for 30 years.
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' PEER-CREAT I V IT Y AND

The latest mash-ups, cartoons, slogans, jokes,
songs and web series reveal a new dynamic
between the ruler and the ruled.
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CITl~ ENSHIP
SYRIA
USER-G E NERATED CONTE N TS

As images of violence, civil war and sectarian strife
become prominent in the media narrative of the
Syrian uprising, little gems of innovative cultural
production, artistic resistance and creative
disobedience continue s outing across the virtual
alleys of the Internet. T
e creative gems - mashups, cartoons, slogans, j
s, songs and web series
- are also the germs o
viral peer-production
process at work at a grassroots level in the new
Syrian public sphere. From time to time they
manage to find their way out of the Internet
overflow and get noticed.
Beginning weeks after the first demonstration hit
the centre of Damascus on 15 March 2011, an
advertising poster, which started as a regime
backed billboard campaign, took the unexpected
shape of a viral peer-produced work that is still
being shared and re-manipulated by users after
more than a year since its creation. The outdoor
billboard campaign, cl arly aiming at restoring
order in the streets a
venting people from
protesting again, featur
raised hand declaring:
"Whether progressiv
nservative, I am with
the law"; "Whether a girl or boy, I am with the law"
and similar slogans, all matched with multicoloured, raised hands. At some point, with these
coloured hands raised everywhere in public
spaces, cities had a sort of Orwellian atmosphere
· - 'Big Brother' was watching citizens and reminding
them to comply with the law.
Soon atter, parodies of these posters started
mushrooming in cyberspace. Depicting the very
same raised, coloured hands, each virtual poster
carried a different slogan. "I am free," said one
raised hand on a Facebook group. "I lost my
shoes," said another, echoing the suggestion of
shoes being thrown at the dictator, a customary
way of protesting leadership in the Arab world. "I
am not lndian," joked anothe r poster, being the
ironic answer to a regime that has exclusive control
over the formal meaning of 'law' and 'lawlessness'.
"I am not lndian" was reaffirming the 'Syrianness'
of citizens who weren't going to be fooled by a
government that was treating them as if they were
foreigners in their own country.

At some point, the creative d i rectors of the
campaign Became probably aware of the
problematic usage of the word 'law' in Syria - and
of the ambiguous relationship between ru ler and
ruled that it entailed - and released new billboards.
This time, the raised hand si m ply said: "I am with
Syria." The colours used where those of the Syrian
national flag - r ed, white, black and green - and
the slogan declared: "My demands are your
demands." It was probably safer, from the regime's
perspective, to try to win citizen s' hearts and
minds by app e aling to a generic form of

'nationalism', as if all the Syrian people's demands
would be exactly the same, and would coincide
with those of the regime. Ina way, the "I am with
the law" campaign switching to a generic "I am
with Syria" could have been a direct response to
that " I am not l ndian", which invited the advertiser
- and the ruler - to reframe the issue in the
direction of a shared 'Syrian' common ground.
Yet the new, more accommodating campaign,
registered anot her new wave of user-generated
responses over the Internet, and not only in virtual
spaces. Armed with a marker and most probably
at night-time, some citizens took the courage to
descend from the virtual alleys of Facebook to the
real streets of Syria. They deleted the second half
of the slogan - "my demands are your demands"
- and changed it into "my demands are freedom".
In conferences or public talks, these witty
ex amples of Syrian user-generated creativity
usually elicit two different responses. The first
praises this genre as the tangible signal that the
' fear wall' has been broken and Syrians are now
able to express their opinions freely, hitting back
the regime's message with multi-sided messages
of their own. The second, while admiring the
creativ ity behind thi
-generated countercampaign, dismisses it as o small and insignificant
litically with only the
to challenge the regim
power of humour and
. This second response
not only plays down the significance of usergenerated creativity in political terms; it also
deems it irrelevant to counterbalance industrially
produced form of arts and culture, like TV fiction
(the well-known musa/salat- soap opera industry),
whose regime-tolerated contents and messages
are able to reach out to a wider audience more
than any viral campaign on the Internet.
In reality, the boom of user-generated content in
the Syrian uprising does tel1 us that Syrians are
r eappropriating a creativity, which was long
monopolised by the regime and ·elite-driven
cultural production. Cultural forms of dissent have
long been engineered or allowed by the regime,
in what miriam cooke calls "commissioned
criticism". The blossom·
of th is kind of peerproduction on the In
t reveals that Syrians
enjoy a new relations I
creativity that is also
a new relationship with p
er and authority. This
relationship now entails a feedback mechanism,
which is well illustrated by the 'raised hands'
campaign, where the advertiser - and the ruler - is
obliged to modify the original message as a result
of the fa ilure to communicate it or because of the
miscommunication it had originated.
On a strictly political level this might lead
nowhere, if the ruler is not willing to take into
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The
boom
of user-generated
CONTENT
in the Syrian
uprising does tel1
us that Syrians are
reappropriating a
CREATIVITY,
which was long
monopolised by the
regime and elite
driven cultural
production.
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consideration the ruled's opinions and feedback.
But on asocial, cultural level, this reveals the kind
of culture emerging from the Syrian uprising,
which the Internet does not determine but helps
to frame and allows to emerge. Therefore, the
first job done by creative resistance and the new
emerging user- generated creativity is to put into
bold relief the existence of this previously hidden
or unde·rground Syrian 'remix culture' that
Lawrence Lessig defines as the "read/write
culture" as opposed to the "read only culture".
ands going vi ral over
streets do also anot
society.

----

In Wedeen's analysis, jokes, caricatures, films, TV
serials, all these cultural resistance forms under
Hafez Assad, are successful because of "the viewer
and the artists who have managed to speak to
each other across the boundaries of censorial
prohibition and restraints". On the contra ry, usergenerated creativity sprouting from the Syrian
uprising is successful because it establishes a
dialogue between citizens, a non- mediated one.
User- generated creativity does not need any
approval to go through censorship, and it is not
produced under the regime's supervision nor
engineered by any top-down strategy. It simply
blossoms at a grassroots level and creates room
for what Yves Gonzale
ano calls "un dialogue
citoyen" ('a citizen
e'). As critic Ahmed
Ellabad puts it, whe
describes the shock
provoked to professional content creators by this
grassroots creativity: "Revolution was the biggest
outdoor exhibition the world has ever known.
Citizens competed to express their political ideas
in a way that, to my view, will never be repeated ...
Some would create incredible slogans, others
would paint their bodies but the most important
thing is that all these propositions would find
people to watch them, to react to them, to discuss
with those who had created them."
Unlike cultural resistance under Hafez Assad, usergenerated and peer-produced creativities are
effective not because they manage to bypass the
censors and create a connection between citizens
and artists. In the former case the connection
between the two functions through the content
of the artwork; it exists because of it, and does
not exist outside it. On the contrary, through usergenerated creativity a direct dialogue between
citizens is established where content does not
mediate the relationships between them.
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In her enlightening analysis of jokes, cartoons, films
and everyday life practices of cultural resistance
under Hafez al-Assad's rule, Lisa Wedeen explains
how these live sites of political dissent work to
undermine public rhetoric and the "disciplinary
effects" of the leader's cult. She underlines that,
while the latter "isolates and atomizes Syrian
citizenry by forcing people to evaluate each other
through the pris ms of obligatory dissimulation, then
the comedies, cartoons, films and forbidden jokes
work to undo this mechanism of social control".
Yet, it is precisely the aet of recognising what
Wedeen calls the "shared circumstances of unbelief"
that makes the regime's "politics of as if" stronger
and its disciplinary effect more effective even
through these artistic practices of dissent. In this
perspective, arts and culture - even those expressing
dissent and defiance - become functional to
perpetrate the regime's symbolic power.

In this way, the distance between arti sts and
audiences fades away, being replaced by a unique
figure, ie the citizen who is able to create, even
through what Clay Shirky defines as "the stupidest
possible creative aet", namely a Facebook page,
an Internet meme, a viral cartoon. The 'raised
hands' campaign shows the fluency of Syrians in
official rhetoric and their ability to challenge it
and regain control over the world of symbols.
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Internet tunetions as the place where Syrians not
only see their creative works featured; they see
their connections displayed. It i's the public venue
where citizens recognise themselves as creators
and being capable to create. The 'raised hands',
still blossoming after more than one year of the
uprising, signal the faet that people are not
connected through shared unbelief anymore; but,
rather, through a shared awareness of their ability
to create and recreate.

TOWARDS ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP IN SYRIA
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PU.PPET
The anonymous Syrian artists' group Masasit Mati
uses finger puppets, in Top Goon: Diaries of a Little
Dictator, because they were easy to smuggle through checkpoints. Their first thirteen episodes,
broadcast once a week last year, amassed
audiences up to halt a million on YouTube, Vimeo
and Facebook. Steeped in the culture of Internet
self-reliance, a core group of people did everything, · -·
from scriptwriting and costume design to directing,
filming and editing. The collective, named atter
the straw for drinking mate, a popular tea in the
Syrian countryside, has been · lauded by
international critics for their humour and high
production values. Last year, Top Goon won a
human rights film award in Cairo.
In a rare interview, Top Goon's masked director
Jameel talks about puppets, the collective creative
process and regime change.
There have been some setbacks, what happened?
The girl who usually carries the puppets from one
place to another got arrested. She was picked up
for something else. So now we feel we might be
compromised l::iecause we don't know what kind
of information she'II give. The puppets are _now
hidden with the artist who made them and who
has been working on them. Because Top Goon has
become quite popular in Syria, it is quite impossible
to carry the puppets in a car, so we're going to
have to find a safe way of transporting them in
the future ...

actually deal
with
everything
that IS SCARY with
LAUGHTER.

Is it very dangerous to be in possession of
the puppets?
lt's not that it is very dangerous, but there are
dangers. We don't want to exaggerate the situation
here. People are still demonstrating. People are .
carrying on other types of protest and they are
dying for doing that. lf the artist who created the - ·
puppets were to be discovered, there would be
the risk of arrest.
Who is Masasit Mati?
All of us have different specialisations. We come

from theatre, art and filmmaking. Some of us are
journalists. A few of us knew each other from
before but there are others we didn't know who
have joined us especially for Top Goon.
. Why did you choose to work with finger puppets?
We wanted to find something that was easy to
hide, that wouldn't endanger us as we went
· through checkpoints. People are being eliminated
because of their political views.
We also thought that using a puppet to portray a
dictator would change perceptions. It makes it
impossible for you to treat this dictator seriously
later on. lf you were Syrian, you would know that
· the dictators in our country have been treated as
if they are gods. People al most prayed and kneeled
to them, especially Bashar al-Assad.
So we wanted to break the barrier of fear and
remove the god-like aura around him. He's a
puppet; you can carry him in your hand. You can
move him yourself. You can break him. You can
· actually deal with everything that is scary with
· laughter. I think the puppets have been quite
effective. People here have stopped calling him
Bashar Assad, they call him Beeshu, the character
who is obviously based on the real dictator, in Top
Goon. lt's peaceful, effective protest.
Has there been a Syrian tradition of puppets
that you are drawing from?
There is a tradition of shadow puppetry. Some of
us have had experience with puppets before. We
trained with a foreign troupe that spent time in
Damascus. When we were deciding on whether
to use puppets, all of us in Masasit Mati discussed
it at length. We held workshops for writing and
brainstorming, and then reached a collective
decision.
-Did you write the first series of thirteen
episodes all in one go? Or were you writing
each episode one at a time?
We try to talk about specific details, but we also

MASTERS
try not to have it too localised, so the episode
won't die, or be out of date, by the time of
broadcast. A lot of our discussion is about
concepts: peacefulness, no to sectarianism, civil
disobedierice, and the Syrian people are one. What
happens is nota set process. We have certain ideas.
For example, episode 13, 'The Final Episode', was
written first. In the next series we're definitely
going to talk more about violence.
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Why have you chosen to do that?
We are not trying to deal in generalities. We want
to explore ideas that are relevant. Our problem in
the revolution isn't just to have the regime gone,
our problem is what will come after - we have to
think about that ahead of time. Unfortunately we
have weapons now. We have the Free Syrian Army.
They are the soldiers who defected and it's great
that they didn't want to kill their own people, and
they are risking their lives for the cause, but the
situation is complicated. We are still confused
about it. We really need to discuss it. Our main
goal after the revolution is a state that abides by
law, for each and every one of its citizens.
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At the end of 'The Final Episode', the actor who
is manipulating Beeshu appears onstage and
addresses the audience directly, by saying to your
fellow Syrians, "People, this is the easiest part,
believe me. The most important and difficult step
is to forgive each other and to build a free, civil
and democratic Syria ... " It was a very moving
statement from what should have been a frivolous
puppet play. How did that scene come about?
After we wrote the episode, performed and finished
it, we were silent for five minutes. It wasn't because
we decided that we would have a five-minute silence
for the martyrs. We felt we had put our soul into
that episode and there was nothing more we could
add. It is a recurrent theme - our helplessness in
the face of the situation. I don't know what to say,
there is a lot of pressure. I don't want to say - it is
really because of the way we're living. All of us are
trying to make a small contribution to what's
happening, which is epic.
Please elaborate.
The constant pressure makes our lives and work
too confusing sometimes. Every day you hear that
someone was arrested, someone died. The stories
that we're hearing are drastic. Sometimes it makes
you feel like this is all too, too much to bear, but
at the end of the day, all of us in Masasit Mati have
a very clear purpose. And we have clarity about
it. We know where we are going to end up.
Where is that?
The regime is going to go eventually - if you see
the amount of bravery people are showing, th e
amount of risk they are taking, the look in their

eyes. There is a very interesting video of Abo
Soubhi al-Dura, in his eighties, on the Internet.
Early on in the revolution, he protested by reciting
this poem in a public square - "Young men of
Syria, your revolution is to achieve dignity and
glory. No efforts are ever lost if they are used
towards restoring dignity. You have been so
generous and giving in this revolution. You have
set an example to mankind of what a revolution
should be like ... " He died today.

The purpose
of our art
is to address
SYRIA
all
of the country,
the SYRIA
that's revolting,
the silent SYRIA
and
the regime as well.

How does Top Goon help the resistance?
Artistic work is very interesting right now and
important because our revolution is ' being
portrayed as killing, murder and shelling. It is a
matter of merging, meeting and discussing ideas,
despite the fear. In this period I have met more
people than I have during my entire lifetime. l'm
re-discovering new voices and ideas that I never
thought were available or possible. Although the
regime narrative is that we are a mob taking over
the streets, we want to show that the Syrian people
are culturally aware.
The other message from the regime is that the
revolution is sectarian, but in faet it is Bashar
Assad who has been dividing Syrian communities
and classes. To be honest, some of our friends
have been arrested; some of the m are still working
courageously. Syria has become an incredible
workshop for artists.
There is a notable difference between the image
of the revolution on official state Syrian TV and
what's happening on the ground.
The purpose of our art is to ad dress Syria - all of
the country, the Syria that's revolting, the silent
Syria and the regime as well.

PAINTING
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THE REVOLUTION

Through his pen and ink drawings Khalil Younes
hopes to address the main themes of the Syrian
uprising - and in the series The Revolution 2071, to
bestow a record that future generations can
appreciate.

experiencing every day. Recently with my image
of Hamza Bakkour, they cut it out and made
a stencil of it. Now they are spraying it on walls."

For the painter, illustr ator and video artist Khalil
Younes, the contrast was almost too much to bear.
"We saw hundreds of thousan ds of professionally
taken photographs of the Egyptian revolution,"
he explains. "Yet because international
photographers were not allowed into Syria, we
are only seeing videos that the people are taking
and hearing their stories. More than that, video is
not accessible as still im ages and it doesn't last
as long. It is not something you can print on your
own printer and put on your wall."

don't want
people to idolise
QASHOUSH .
He is a martyr,
he was k i 11 ed b ru t a 11 y·,
he i s only
b ut
ONE
of
THOUSANDS
who have
died
during the uprising.

He feels there is a need for someone like him to
take up the cause, and to capture current historie
events. "As artists we sh_ould make something that
not only reflects on the revolution right now, but
make something that will last two generations
from now. I felt it shou l d be done in the style of
Francisco de Goya. Someone will see this work
and say, 'This is the Syrian revolution."'
Younes' brightly col oured, emotionally searing
portraits of some of the key figures of the uprising
have been prolifically reproduced over the Internet
as well as sold at exhibitions for Syrian humanitarian
relief in the Middle East. They include such people
a s Hamza Bakkour, a child who had his jaw blown
off during the intense shelling of Horns, and
Qashoush, the popular singer from Hama who was
brutally murdered. However, for Younes, there has
bee n a difference in the way that people at home
and those outside Syria understand and utilise his
illustrations. Inside the country, it is a real dayto-day, physical, not virtual, use of the art.
"Because the people in Syria are living this
t ragedy," he observes, " they see my work as an
a rtistic reflection on something that they are
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From the outset of our interview, Younes has been
keen to stress how he regards his creations.
" I don't want my work to be documentation, and
I don' t want my work to exploit the tragedy for
artistic ends." The artist is also wary of the
understandable tendency to romanticise things,
to focus on personal tragedy at the expense of
collective suffering. "I don't want people to idolise
Qashoush", he adds. "He is a martyr, he was killed
brutally, but he is ultimately just one of thousands
of people who have died during the uprising. Some
of them were buried without being noticed, some
of them were buried alive - they were brutally
k-i lled . So I don't want the idea that we have
suffered for SO years and that we have idolised
certain figures for SO years whether fhey are
artists or pol iticians."
For Younes, the revolution also has the potential to
have far-reaching social implications. "I feel that it
isn't just a people standing up to their government,
to the regime, it is a revolution with many aspects:
an artistic revolution and a social one as well.
Recently there have been 'shy trials' of reflection,
on the sex ual attitudes of a closed society.
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" This subject is very taboo in Syria," he notes.
"Now, significantly, you can see people trying to
introduce sensitive ideas to the public; and it
seems th ey are receptive, which itself is a sign of
social change."
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It isnJt just a PEOPLE
standing up
to the regimeJ
it is a REVOLUTION
with many aspects:
an
ARTISTIC REVOLUTION
and a social oneJ
as well.
Hama 30
Younes' pen and ink drawing for the thirtieth
anniversary of the 1982 Hama massacre ' Hama 30'
depicts a wounded and naked headless torso
enrobed in a mesh of red. It is perhaps the only
female nude image to come out of the Syrian
experience. There is a smouldering anger beneath
the surface of the image and a deep, lasting
anguish as the artist talks about Hama.

18

In his video installation, Syria, also included in the
Culture in Defiance exhibition, Younes pairs the
unthinkable: ordinary sounds of laughter as
someone, sewing skin, manages to attach a button.
He says he doesn't make outright scary movies,
but there is something even more terrifying in the
general fear that pervades a dictatorial society
like Syria's - a fear that is menacingly ambiguous.
He grew up in one of the poor alleys of Damascus.
" In my neighbourhood they had a saying: when
you walk the streets you meet people from the
rest of the world. There were migrant workers
from all over Syria, and Turkey too." Baba Amr,
the devastated district in Homs, reminded him of
the close-knit community he left when he went to
live in the US at eighteen, and eventually trained
as an artist.
For Younes, The Revolution 2017 series remains a
work in progress. He con~ludes, "Not being able
to do anything to stop the massacres and the
killing, the only thing I can rely on is what I do
best - to not only express myself but to articulate
the emotions of those who really don't have a
voice anymore because they were killed, jailed or
have fled the country."

"As children, we lived our lives knowing about 'the
events' - that's what the regime wanted us to call
the 1982 Hama massacre. We knew it was 'justified'
because the regime said they were trying to
protect us and destroy the Muslim Brotherhood.
Nobody really mentioned it. There was no media
back then, no Facebook, no phones, nothing. So
all we heard were some tales from people who
witnessed it.
"But now, when we see what happens to peaceful
protestors, we suddenly realise this is what took
place in Hama", he continues. "Those people lost
their brothers, their sisters, their whole lives and
nobody did anything about it. The regime has
been lying to us for 30 years, and those people
have been living with their pain and in fear for
thirty years. When I came to this realisation, it was
a terrible."
Younes' series also addresses a history of fear and
violence in other struggles. He revisits 'Saigon
Execution', Eddie Adams' Vietnam War Pulitzer
Prize-winning photograph, for Syria. Another work
'The Comb' is equally disturbing. Resembling
handguns of the 19th century, amputation combs
were used during the Civil War. Younes admits
that he has been deeply upset by some of the news
footage from Homs where body parts would be
seemingly tossed away and left side by side with
mundane things, like a comb or a tyre, on the
ground, in the street. His words are chilling.
"Everyday objects lost their meaning for me."

Hama 30 (40x50cM)

KHALIL YOUNES
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PAINTING THE REVOLUTION

SAMAR YAZBEK

AL
MERJEH
SQUARE
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When the uprising began in Syria, novelist and
social activist, Samar Yazbek, attended
demonstrations and volced her opposition to the
regime. Denounced by her family and Alawite elan,
she was soon forced to live on the run and detained
on multiple occasions by the authorities. Despite
such conditlons, Yazbek, a veteran of earlier
protests outside the Libyan and Egyptlan embassies
in Damascus, managed to keep a meticulous record
of unfolding events. Her first-person reportage
and testimonies of opposition figures has now been
published as A Woman in the Crossfire: Diaries of
the Syrian Revolution, an invaluable document of
what is happening in Syria today.

Suddenly I start to notice strange figures I haven't
ever seen before materialising in the street.
Oversized men with broad and puffed- out chests,
their heads shaved, wearing black short-sleeved
shirts that reveal giant muscles covered in tattoos,
seething at everything that moves. Glaring as they
walk, their hands swinging at their sides, flgures
that sow terror wherever they go, t h ickening the
air all around them: why have I never noticed them
in the city betore? Where do they live? And why
have they appeared today?

Patrols are deployed near the entrance to the Souk
al- Hamidiyyeh, and near Bab Touma they stop
some men for questioning, grabbing their IDs. I
can' t wait around long enough to find out whether
they kept their IDs in the end; I must keep moving.
I glance at them out of the corner of my eye as I
pass them, and then turn into a crowded alley.
Here, almost, i s human life. The sec ur ity presence
is heavy all a round the Umayyad Mosque, and
hordes of people are holding up flags and portraits
of the president.

I walk back through Souk al-Hamidiyyeh, nearly
empty except fora few street vendors. The shops
are all closed. Nothi ng but security forces
scattered all around while at the end of the market
even more buses sit packed with armed men. I can
now appreciate the meaning of the phrase 'tense
calm' . I have heard this expression before, thinking
it more a flgure of speech than an actual
description. These days in Damascus I can
understand ' tense calm' by people's eyes and
movements. I walk out of al-Hamidiyyeh towards
al- Merjeh Square despite having resolved not to
go there anymore atter what happened one day
a few weeks ago outside the lnterior Ministry.

The mosque is closed, they w o n' t let me in , they
clalm there are people inside praying, but before
leaving I sit down o utside t o smoke a c ig arette
and c almly w atch the situat io n.

AI-Merj eh Square is empty except for security
forces who are lined up in slgnificant numbers,
spread throughout the square. Not too far off
there is a bus filled with men and weapons. With

A WOMAN IN THE CROSSFIRE
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its wretched hotels al•Merjeh Square seems more
distlnctlve when all the people have disappeared
and its shops are closed.
It looks nothing like it did on 16 March, when dozens
of prlsoners' families assembled outside the
Minlstry. Nearly assembled, they did not actually
succeed. Standing there in silence, they looked
odd, almost elegant, holding pictures of their loved
ones who had been lmprisoned for their political
opinions. I stood with them, beside the husband
and two sons of a female prisoner. Suddenly the
earth split open with security forces and shabiha
[armed pro-government thugs], who started
beating people. The smal! group started to panic,
and I, staring right at those men, screamed, "Anyone
who kills his own people is a traitor!" The people
didn't fight back, they took all the blows and the
lnsults and then started disappearing one atter the
other. They were taken away by men who had
emerged just then out ofthe street, men with huge
rings and inflated muscles and gaunt eyes and
cracked skin - they created a human wall as they
flung themselves upon the demonstrators and beat
them, throwing them down on the ground and
stamping on them. Other men captured people and
hauled them away, made them disappear. I saw
them open up a shop, throw a woman inside and
shut the iron door behind her before heading after
some other woman .
The group, while trying to stand together, got
broken up. The husband beside me vanished,
leaving his small four-year-old son behind. Several
men grabbed the father along with his ten-yearold son. I stood there, like a defiled statue. I pulled
the little one in close to my chest, as if I was in a
movle scene. Is there really any difference between
reality and fiction? Where is the line that separates
the two? I was shivering. Suddenly I noticed the
little boy gaping at his father and his brother as
they were beaten, watching as the two of them
were stuffed inside a bus. The face of the ten year
old was frozen, as if he had just been administered
an electric shock, and a powerful fist came flying
at his head: THUMP. His head went limp, and after
a second, they klcked him along with his father
inside the bus. I recoiled and turned the little boy's
head away so he wouldn't be able to see what was
happening, slung him over my shoulder and ran.
Just then a friend of mine appeared in a nearby
squa re, and three men pounced on her. I grabbed
her a rm, screaming, "Leave her alone!" They threw
me aside, along with the little boy who was by
now weeping in my arms, and took her away. I kept
running, stopping outside a store where the owner
shouted at me, "Get away from here! Can't you
see we're tryl ng to make a living?" As I ran away,
one of the demonstrators ran up alongside of me

to help carry the boy. We then continued briskly
walking. Why had I run? The little boy asked me
to stay with him; he was going to wait for his father,
saying how scared he was now that his father and
brother had left him, and that he was going to hit
the policeman who struck his brother. When he
asked me whether they had been taken to prison
like his mother had been, I was silent, unable to
respond, until I simply told him, "You're coming
with me now."
Actually it wasn't the police who beat up his father,
the police just watched while people got punched
and kicked and insulted and arrested; they just
stood there, silent. Then a group came out
chanting slogans and carrying flags and pictures
of the president, including some of the very same
people who had carried out the beatings in the

Then a group
came out
CHANTING SLOGANS
carrying flags
and
and pictures of the
PRESIDENT,
including some of
the very same
who
people
had carried out
the beatings in the
first place

first place, as well as others who had appeared
suddenly. They, too, started beating people with
their flags, and the people who had almost
managed to assemble there dispersed,
bewilderment all over their faces. That night the
news reported that infiltrators among the
demonstrators had picked a fight, and that the
Minister of lnterior had received complaints from
the prisoners' families. I heard all this on Syrian
state television, still haunted by the eyes of that
little boy I had carried away, imagining him instead
lost beneath feet, wandering the city streets alone
In search of his father and his brother.

DIARIES OF THE SYRIAN REVOLUTION
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Human rights lawyer
and political activist
RAZAN ZAITOUNEH

was blogging regularly
about events inside
SYRIA before the
authorities forced
her into HIDING.
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Last year ZAITOUNEH was one of four
Arab recipients of the SAKHAROV PRIZE.

I have to watch the videos that show the people
who have been killed during the Syrian revolution.
My task is to make sure I have the martyr's name
and the details of his or her death. Daily there are
dozens of videos. Ina few hours, everyday, I see
hundreds dying. On average each videolastsone
minute. Within an hour, I could be witnessing sixty
bodies, unless the video is of a mass murder, then
the number multiplies.

,&-ill J:,al..ci:i u ~ I
Body after body: some are in shrouds, others are
still covered in wounds and blood. Some faces
seem to be panicked and shocked: is this you,
Death? Other faces look asleep, with absolute
tranquility appearing on their features ... Some
are beautiful with soft skin ... and a ghost of a
knowing smile - the martyred children and their
eternal tampering with our souls.

But the hardest videos are of the martyrs in their
death throes. In such cases, you find yourself
obliged to respect their last moments, and not
casually move on to another video. You have to
hold the hand of the suffering person in front of
you on the computer screen, look deeply in their
eyes, even if the pain is pulling out your eyes, and
hear their final whispers. They might say something
in the language of the space lying between life
and death. They might be sending an apology to
a lover or a word of longing to a mother, or they
might even be singing ... You just want to listen,
but the people surrounding someone suffering
have no hope in hearing the message. They are
screaming to the injured: "Say the shahada, say
the shahada ..." lf I were dying, I would probably
want to be told that I would live on. Then I could
close my eyes with the beautiful hope that I would
soon be back with my beloved ones, or hugged
by someone who could wipe my head gently in
my last moments.
As it happens, most of the videos usually end before
the ultimate moment of death and its serenity, and
their final whispers linger in one's memory.
Ina few videos, martyrs deliberately registered a
tilmed speech before they left. Some only
contained glances and a few words for their dear
ones. Abdul Mohaymen Alyounes is lying on the
grass next to his rifle, playing nervously with sticks
on the ground, with his fingers. He is asking us to
pray for mercy if he leaves, then he says he misses
his mother. We can al most see the tears in his eyes.
But the heroes of the Free Army do not cry, so he
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The female martyrs are less apparent on the videos.
So you need to draw the martyrs' features in your
imagination. They live in silence on YouTube, and
we are never allowed to observe the rituals of pain
surrounding the moment of their death.
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BODY
hides his face from the camera and asks the
cameraman to stop filming.
I feel like breaking into tears whenever I remember
the details of this video, but I don't - death experts
also do not cry.
Nothing can make us cry, not even the video of a
father in the city of Rastan, running like crazy and
holding in his arms his son, whose lower part was
turned into a skeleton because of the extra-smart
missile. It left the head in a better condition so
that the father could recognise his son and caress
his hair for the last time ...
The story of fathers and sons in videos is different
than when the family is crowding around, yelling
and screaming, their throats burnt by sorro)V. One
child astonished me with his insistence that his
father hadn't left, for his eyes were staring into
his. He kept telling everyone around him that his
father was still alive. "Look," he cried, "his eyes
are open!"
A few mothers deceive us, or they try to: bidding
farewell to their son without a single tear, in a very
low, calm voice. Like a mountain talking from its
peak or a valley from its depth, they count him as
a martyr for God, and hide the pain. I don't know
where or how. Those I deeply love, my fellow
experts in death documentati on know what it
means for a person not to be able to cry when he
or she has to. lsn't weeping at such moments a
fundamental human right that can't be waived?
Yet, it has been unintentionally dropped from the
international conventions.
The details of death are endless: thousands of them
appear in thousands of videos. Experts of death
documentation like us do not cry. We only watch
with open mouths and furrowed brows, and in
specific moments, we hear weeping coming from
inside ourselves. We don't stop wondering whether
we who are documenting death through the screens
of our devices, or those who are documenting death
with their fingers and eyes - will someday return to
be ' natura!' creatures? Or has death already added
us to its kingdom at the end?

DEATH
documentation
experts like us
do
not
cry
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"Horns, the Mother of A ll Heroes."
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"The king of the jungle rides a tank" - a play on the meaning of Assad, 'lion', in Ara bie
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Photographs by Pascal Zoghbi

The Syrian revolution was started when fifteen
school boys, ranging in age from ten to lS, spraypainted on a wall a phrase used in the revolutions
of Tunisia and Egypt - "A l-shaab yurid isqat alnizam" ('The people want to bring down the
regime'). The outrage over the boys' arrest and
torture led to mass protests in Dera'a, which later
spread across Syria. As a consequence, spray
painting has become a dangerous activity in Syria.
To honour fallen street artists, such as Spray Man
Nour Hatem Zahra, who was killed by the security
forces, the activists' campaign Freedom Graffiti
Week Syria took place in April, in streets from
Damascus, Horns and Qamishli to Cairo, Beirut
and San Francisco. Even photographing graffiti
inside Syria can be life threatening. In neighbouring
Lebanon, another war of the walls is being p layed
out between revolution supporters and proregime political parties. Three accounts examine
Syria's little known street art scene.
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Walls

WARS
by Leen Zyiad

The Battle for Horns started on its walls. I first saw
it last August when I visited.
We went to witness the funeral of a man who was
shot dead the day before. As the funeral procession
left the mosque I could see the walls of the
surrounding buildings covered with slogans such
as "Freedom" and "The people want the overthrow
of the regime".
Soldiers at the nearby checkpoint began shooting
towards us and we were forced to leave. As we
rushed to the car and drove off as fast as we could,
I saw agarbage container. "This is Bashar's house"
was daubed on it in bright red paint. I smiled, in
the midst of death and destruction Homsis had
not lost their cheeky sense of humour.
As we approached the neighbourhood to Hamidiya,
we met another protest in front of Al Zenaar
church. Men were chanting and demonstrating, I
saw a young man covering his face with a scarf,
he was scrawling, "One .. One .. One .. The Syrian
people are One" on the door of the school across
the road. My friend who accompanied me was on
the phone. I noticed that the school wall was
covered with many layers of black and white paint.
I pointed towards the wall. "Well, we write with
white colours, they (the government forces) come
and paint over it with black. We paint it ag ain at
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the earliest opportunity and it goes on like that.
Let them paint over all they want, we will keep
writing," my friend said.
I remember that most of the neighbourhoods of
the city I visited had the same walls, painted and
repainted over again and again - Khaldiya, Baba
Amr, lnshaat, Waer, Bayada, and Bab Houd.
The battle for Homs later changed, the government
shelling became more intense and the Free Syrian
Army defended the city as best they could.
However, the government pushed into many
neighbourho6ds: lnshaat and Baba Amr, w hile the
districts of old Horns and Khaldiya remain
contested today.
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Sameera, a resident who fled lnshaat atter the
military invasion and the intense bombardment
had a chance to go back and visit. Pro-regime
sentiments, "Assad or we burn the country", was
the line she saw written on most of the walls of her
neighbourhood buildings. "There was black paint
to cover what our youth had previously written,
and some of the buildings were knocked down."
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With the continuous military operations it is difficult
to get a clear assessment but a source within the
Syrian opposition told me the estimated number of
displaced from Horns is anywhere between 500
and 800,000. Recently I saw a photograph of a wall
in old Horns, an image of the figure of a woman
covered in black with her child holding onto her
skirt. It read: "Horns, we will be back".
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Freedom GRAFFITI
Week Syria
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by Arner Mattar
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The martyr Moushaal Temo looked out from many
walls in several Syrian cities. "Azadi" - the Kurdish
word for 'freedom' - was written in close proximity
in the same colour as t he picture. On other walls~
someone spray-painted the face of the murdered
journalist and non-violent activist Ghiath Matar
as part of Freedom Graffiti Week Syria, a global
campaign that took place in April.
"The regime has occupied cities and squares, so
the war of the wall s faced down the tanks, and
challenged ugliness with beauty," said Hus sein
Khazam, an a rti st who participated in the
campaign. "For fifty years, the walls in the public
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SYRIAN STREET ART

domain were in complete control of the Ba'ath
party, and slogans such as 'The Knight w ·ho
Dismounted' (meaning Dr. Bashar), 'The lmmortal
Leader' and 'The Achievements of the Resurrection
Movement', could be seen. They looked somehow
grey, despite all the colours they used."
Freedom Graffiti Week Syria was the first organised
campaign in the war of the walls, a return of
genuine colour to counter the ersatz colour of
Ba 'athist propaganda. It was an operation in
reclaiming art and the streets for all the people.
The inspiration for the weeklong graffitting and
stencilling offensive came from a video of an
lranian campaign. The Syrian artist Tareq alGhorani found it posted on a Facebook wall
belonging to a Tunisian friend of his.
"The idea was to explain and share working details
with the activists [in Syria] in order to make this
art an essential part of the revolution," revealed
al-Ghorani. "We discovered that the campaign
had roots in Egypt. So I contacted people there,
and then we began coordinating with a huge
number of [Syrian] activists and web pages of
designers like Alshaab Alsori Aref Tarekh and
, Syrian Revolution Graffiti, among others."
The team included activists from all over the world.
Designing was open to everybody. The only
restriction was the avoidance of arms since spray
paint and stencilling were the new weapons.
Participants concentrated on drawing significant
figures in the Syrian revolution, inclu ding the
country's national goalkeeper and resistance hero,
Abdul Baset Saroot, and the 13-year-old martyr,
Hamza al-Khatib . They also wrote slogans
demanding freedom and assuring all who saw
them of the peacefulness and unity of the Syrian
people against violent sectarianism. AI-Ghorani
and his friends wanted to explore ways of showing
the uprising as a civil and peaceful activity to
counteract the official line of Syrian state TV,
which pa ints the rebellion as a violent insurgency.
The proof of their work can now be found in the
streets of Horns, Qamishli and Damascus, as well
as Beirut, Cairo and San Francisco. "Graffiti is a
revolution," stressed Khazam, "against the art of
close halls and galleries. It is against elitism."
However for Syria, it has an even greater purpose.
Street art, al-Ghorani concluded, "is a way of
expressing ideas smoothly and easily."
Translated from Arabic by Lila Sharkasi
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SYRIAN STREET ART
Post Arab
Revolutions
GRAFFITI
BEIRUT
by Pascal Zoghbi

What happens in Syria has repercussions across
the border in Lebanon. On the streets of Beirut,
Pascal Zoghbi photographed remnants of the
Freedom Graffiti Week Syria campaign where
m any of the artworks have been vandalised by
su pporters of the Syrian regime. He filed the
following blog.
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When it comes to Syrian graffiti, it seems that one
of the few 'free' spaces for Syrians and supporters
of the Syrian revolution to spray is Beirut. Stencils
and writing in support of the revolution/opposition
and against the Syrian regime are being spotted
either fully rendered or blacked out. We have
heard of arrests, tortures and killings of teenage
Syrians who have sprayed slogans on the wa ll s in
Dera'a and Horns against the Syrlan regime . It
proved that in Syria it is not only a matter of
censorship but a lso a matter of life and death. The
Syrian government has also banned spray cans
from the stores, and Syrians need a special ID at
the moment to p u rehase spray pa int. Thls said, it
seems like the Syrians in Lebanon and their
Lebanese supporters are t inding Beirut walls
easier and safer to spray on, but they are also
being followed and censored by the political
parties in Beirut that support the Syrian regime.
Stencils of Bashar al-Assad with Hitler's hairstyle
and moustache have been sprayed all over the
walls of Beirut and blacked out immediately
afterwards by pro-Bashar political parties in
Lebanon. The Bashar/ Hitler stencil was originally
designed by Egyptian street artist El Teneen who
was one of the first designers to stencil around
Tahrir Square in Cairo in January 2011. The stencil
spread over the social networks and has been
popping up in Lebanon, Palestine and Egypt.
stencils like: the "Syrian opposition flag" of a green
top strip, three media I red stars and a black lower
strip, "Revolutionary hand of Horns", "Free Syria
2011-2012", "Nation in the Building", "Liar... is the
Syrian Media", among others, are sprayed and then
blacked out. The stencils are not only being blacked
out but a lso replaced with pro -regime slogans
written beside them . After this has been done, the
graffiti become more credible and the censoring
parties become obsolete in their aet.
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W r itten by Aram Tahhan

LEFT TO RIGHT (CLOCKw1se) 'No Place tor Extremism/ln the Revolut ion of Dignity'; 'Down, down w ith M1litary Rule'; ' Freedom'; 'Freedom', and ' My Beauty Out of My Freedom'
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Translated from Arabic by Ghias Aljundi
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There is no corner of Syria where posters of 'The
Great Leader' and his family cannot be seen.
However the revolutionary poster collective,
Alshaab Alsori Aref Tarekhare creating a new look
fora different kind of political future.
A few months before the beginning of the Syrian
revolution, I was invited to spend a night in one
of the hotels belonging to the army, an organisation
that owns a series of leisure clubs and hotels for
army officers.
The experience was surrealistic, starting with harsh
questions at the reception that resembled a
security interrogation to the waiters in military
uniform. However, what is worth mentioning is
that in this military hotel there were huge numbers
of political posters hanging in the halls. Everywhere
there were pictures that went back to the socialist
period and the heroes of that time, along with
images of Bashar al-Assad or his father, his three
children, his martyr brother and sometimes his
elegant wife. All these pictures had an aura of
holiness or sacredness about them. This prevented
residents from appearing in hotel corridors in their
swimming suits, presumably to protect the
modesty of the president.
One could bear this, but what one couldn't possibly
bear was the poster of 'The Eternal Leader' inside
the bedroom, immediately above the bed. So that
the only dreams that could take place were under
the watchful eye of 'The Hero of the Correction
Movement'. This was not a chapter from George
Orwell's 7984; it is absolutely Syrian reality.
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These political posters do not only exist in this
particular military hotel. All the state offices and
public places are occupied by pictures, statues
and posters, which convey a blind, unwavering
l oya lty to 'The Leader'. The posters have
memorable titles like 'The First Soldier' to 'The
lnventor of the Alphabet'. Al most all of the posters
have one thing in common: they are in
extraordinarily poor artistic taste.
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When the Syrian revolution started, the first aet
of protestors was to destroy and burn these sorts
of works, which glorified 'The lmmortal Leader'
and his 'great' achievements. Bygetting rid of the
old posters, the revolution paved the way for the
emergence of a different kind of political poster,
ones that are elever visually and intellectually.
They were another way of, in effect, re-occupying
the streets with images, mottos and ideas radically
different from those expressed on official Ba'ath
Party banners.
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Some of the groups responsible for designing the
new p9litical posters belong to the multimedia
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WORDS AGAINST BULLETS
team connected to the General Committee of the
Syrian Revolution. Other poster makers have opted
to explore different ideas, which have, the stamp
of the Syrian revolution on them, and which feature
influential characters of the uprising on their
posters and stamps. Among this latter category
is Alshaab Alsori Aref Tarekh ("The Syrian People
Know Their Way"). This outfit initially started
designing posters for the revolutions in Tunisia
and Egypt. Then they escalated 'their activities
once the demonstrations began at home to create
emblematic visual material that could effectively
challenge the status quo.
Alshaab consists of fifteen activists, male and
female, who live both inside Syria and outside, in
the occupied Golan Heights, Europe and the US.
They communicate via the Internet and produce
posters collectively. Surprisingly this group does
not have a single designer, and draws from a wide
range of disciplines - including philosophy,
commerce and fine arts.
As one member of the group admitted, "We
wanted to do anything for the revolution, and we
started with some expressions and some Arabic
calligraphy and gradually the work developed."
The distinctive posters of Alshaab Alsori Aref
Tarekh have been widely disseminated. In addition
to the artistic coherence between visual elements
and the Ara bie alphabet, they also employ streng
colours and and a capacity for expressiveness.
More importantly, these posters have been
connected to the events taking place in Syria,
such as civil disobedience or the refusal to be
swayed or divided by sectarianism. Some posters
were made especially for the fasting month
Ramadan ('Be Revolutionary, you will be
healthier'), or the movement inside universities,
with slogans like 'My God, e nhance my
revolutionary actions' - a take off on the Koranic
verse: 'God, enhance my education.' Women also
appear on many of these posters.
The Alshaab group also chose the medium of
posters as a way of tinding a creative endeavour,
which matched the demands of new media and
fulfilled the need to send out ideas quickly. As one
member of the group said, "We noticed that one
sentence on Twitter is enough. A short comment
on Facebook can make a difference. So we wanted
to present something brief, which can provoke,
be attention grabbing, fast and effective. We
found those were the characteristics that make
good political posters. In addition, we had the
desire to rid the country of the heritage of ugly
Ba'ath Party propaganda.''
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SYRIAN POLITICAL POSTERS
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Most of the posters produced by Alshaab Alsori
Aref Tarekh are infl uenced by modern art
movements such as lmpressionism and Abstract
Expressionism as well as traditional Syrian motifs.
The words have been inspired by humanitarian
sentiments expressed by poets like Baudelaire, as
well as explicit phraseology found on international
political posters.
It has been quite a learning curb for the group.
"First, we are not professional audio-visual
designers," one told me. "Some of us had initial
ideas about software, such as Photoshop, but most
of us were motivated by the desire of helping the
revolution in some way so we developed our
designing skills. I don't hide the faet that we
learned from watching YouTube and getting to
know different designs from the Internet. For that
reason, in our work, there is an influence from
many different sides. We are against the policies
of copyright, and we see that it is our right to use
world artworks and reproduce them in our own
creations. We urge all people to do the same when
producing posters."
All members are involved as the design of a poster
passes through different stages. "First we suggest
an idea and discuss it between ourselves then the
designers come up with an element, which reflects

EVERYWHERE
in the hotel there
were pictures of
Bashar al-Assad
or his father,
his three children,
his martyr brother
and sometimes
his elegant wife.
These prevented the
residents
from
appearing in the
corridors in their
swimming suits,
presumably to
PROTECT
the modesty of
the president.
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The new
POLITICAL POSTERS
were another way
of re-occupying
the
streets
with images and
mottos
radically different
from those in
Ba'ath Party
propaganda.
the idea, and we sug gest modifications here and
there until the poster reaches its final stages. Of
course, the end produet of each poster differs
due to varying point of views. We do not agree
with each other all the time." The posters go
through deep group analysis before they are
uploaded to the Alshaab Alsori Aref Tarekh
Facebook page or made available through printon-demand from Flickr.
"We take into consideration all the comments,
messages and advice we receive regarding
posters," that same member explained. "Then the
finished produets find their way onto the Internet
and are widely circulated. Many of them have
begun to be carried in the protests, and for that
reason we started to design posters in white and
black so that the cost of printing is reduced for
the protesters who carry them."
Of course, like all activists in Syria, Alshaab Alsori
Aref Tarekh are forced to work underground. lts
members routinely use pseudonyms, especially
for those inside Syria. Despite the threats they
constantly receive, the group is creating more
political posters and has produced 148 since the
beginning of the revolution.
In the past 40 years, official Syrian political posters
have been restricted to images of 'The Lea der' and
his family. Today, the Syrian revolution is liberating
posters from a heritage of fear, terror and secret
service surveillance. Syrians look forward to a day
when the streets of the cities are stripped of state
posters, pictures and propaganda. Once that
happens, the country will stop being one big farm
that belongs solely to the Assad family.
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SYRIAN POLITICAL POSTERS
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SYRIA'S

REVOLUTION
As the protest
movement spreads
across the country,

AS

various forms of
CREATIVE
EXPRESSION,
from ad-hoc 'operas'
to art interventions
and mass gatherings
with a festival feel,
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have become vital components of the
UPRISING.
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CARNIVAL
CREATIVE DISSENT
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HOMS
Men were walking towards the protest with their
shoes folded over, like slippers, nearly falling off
their teet. "How could they risk this? They might
need to start running!" Worried about the
possibility of a raid by the security services, I asked .
my friend who was taking me to the protest in
Horns. He smiled and said nothing. The sarcastic
Homsi spirit provided an answer minutes later.
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When everyone was chanting for freedom and
calling for the overthrow of the regime, a young
man suddenly appeared, carr ied atop people's
shoulders. He was singing, "We declare our
statement to the world, Bashar al-Assad is worth
less than our shoes!" Hundreds and hundreds of
men kicked off their shoes, and b randished them
in the air, swaying together in an almost
choreographed movement reminiscent of the
North Korean exercises we had been taught at
school. As the men made a massive wave with their
shoes, the women ululated, and I was laughing.
Horns has been the heart of the Syrian revolution .
Geographically situated in the middle of the country,
it has been a flashpoint of protests and has borne
the brunt of the regime's repressive military
campaign. Prior to becoming synonymous with
news of shelling and death, Homsis have had a
reputation for their caustic sense of humour as well
as being the butt of jokes throughout the region.
Anyone who grew up under Ba' ath party rule in
Syria would have participated in the North Koreanstyle celebrations during their school years.
Everyone had been taught to move in unison to
patriotic songs and chants that glorified our leaders.
I was amazed as I watched Homsis reverse their
indoctrination, taking what the regime had forced
on them in an attempt to instituti onalise their
submission, and mould it into a means of dissent.
At that point, protests across the country were
still easily dispersed. All the YouTube footage we
saw were of flash protests in Damascus, a few
young men, chanting for minutes before escaping
the security forces. It was a couple of months
before I visited Horns again and I was struck by
how the demonstrations had changed . It seemed
that the protesters had moved from on e unified

This
REVO LUTI ON
has given birth
to new ARTIS T S
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chant into what could only be described as a
carnivalistic atmosphere, a free-for-all party.
I saw men lined up in rows, hands on each other
shoulders, bent down and whispering, "The people
want to overthrow the regime." Their voices grew
louder gradually as they stood up little by little,
until they were finally jumping and screaming,
"Freedom ... freedom" at the top of their lungs.
"Now that we have regained our power of speech,
we stand tall with our heads held high," said one
of the young organisers.
Suddenly an untrained voice could be heard
singing: "He should go with all his dogs, he should
go, because of the destruction he brought on us."
Men and women at the back of the crowd were
moving to the rhythm and singing along. The
singer who stood on a wooden platform with sound
amplifiers behind him was Abdul Baset Saroot,
the goalkeeper of the Syrian national football
team. He was to become one of the first singers
of the revolution. When I asked how this
development took place, another young organiser
said, "This is what happens when you have a
community collectively br.eathing, thinking and
working together."
Saroot's first public appearance took place when
he led a sit-in at the main Clock Tower Square in
the centre of Horns. He remembered, "The word
went around that there was a sniper in one of the
buildings overlooking the square. People were
anxiously debating whether to go to the
demonstration. I found myself on someone's
shoulder, took off my shirt and called out, 'Sniper,
oh sniper, here is my head and here is my nec~.'"
In doing, so he defied his own fear, and bolstered
the courage of his fellow citizens.
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The Clock Tower Square protest was one of the
first attempts to take over a public space, and
organise a sit-in like the ones that occurred in

REVOLUTION AS CARNIVAL

~

~2

Tahrir Square in Cairo. The Syrian authorities
dispersed the protesters with gunfire and installed
myriad checkpoints, which divided the city and
prevented any such takeovers from occurring in
the future.
During the Syrian uprising, the regime has
adamantly maintained control over public spaces,
particularly the centres of cities, even if that
meant occupying them with tanks, which has been
the case in Homs, Hama, Der.a'a and the smaller
towns. The protesters, however, responded by
attempting to reclaim these same public spaces
through the creation of a parallel awareness - a
revolutionary subculture.
This has been achieved through songs and
festivity. Once people were not allowed to
congregate in the main squares, they instead
demonstrated in their neighbourhoods. lnvariably
they were led by someone who emerged as a
leading, local singer for that area. Demonstrators
danced and chanted for freedom, and the videos
posted online showed these dancing waves from
Dera'a in the south of the country, all the way to
ldlib in the north. But this festive style didn't
simply dazzle visually, it conveyed important
political messages, which constantly undermined
the government's narrative.

MEDITERRANEAN

Perhaps one of the most outstanding examples of
this was Ibrahim Qashoush, who bec ame the
popular singer of Hama, 45kms north of Homs.
After a particularly bloody episode the security
forces retreated from the city; an estimated half
a million inhabitants took to the streets and
Qashoush sang his legendary 'Yalla Erhal ya
Bashar' ("Come on Bashar, Time to Leave"). "Every
day a new thief emerges," his voice rang out, "they
robbed my brothers and cousins blind, Oh, come
on, leave Bashar!" In other impromptu verses of
his song, Qashoush touched on foreign politics,
the Ba'ath party and the famous lisp that Assad
suffers from.
Meanwhile back in a Homs still dissected by
checkpoints, protesters constructed replicas of
the main square's iconic clock tower in their own
neighbourhoods, to commemorate the massacres
that had dispersed the demonstrations. According
to one of the organisers, "It is to show that we
won't forget."
The regime collectively punished the rebellious
areas of the city, such as Baba Amr, by laying siege
and by cutting essential services, electricity, gas
and water. A video posted on YouTube showed
the goalkeeper Saroot conducting a spoof
marriage ceremony between a gas canister and a
jerry- can. Women were ululating as he sang
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From clandestine art interventions in Damascus to mass
waves of singing, dancing and per forming for regime change
that began in Horns and spread throughout the country,
Syrians originated a defiantly festive style thai conveyed
a serious political message.
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SYRIA'S CREATIVE DISSENT
This is what happens
when
you have a community
collectively breathing,
thinking and
working
TOG ETHER.
A YO UNG ACTIVIST
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traditional marriage songs. The message to the
authorities was simple: we mock your punishment
and refuse to be cowed.
KAFR NABL
As the protest movement spread across the country,
various forms of creative expression took root in
dissident Syria. Kafr Nabl, the unheard of before
small town in the north of the country, became one
of the centres of witty, symbolic protest. lnspired
by the heritage of cultural defiance through
caricatures established in the Arab world by great
cartoonists such as the Syrian Ali Ferzat and the
Palestinian Naji al-Ali, a local cartoonist Mohammed
al-Fares attained national acclaim.
Fares' cartoons served as a political commentary
on the daily details of the uprising. He drew the
world with one hand standing between the Syrian
authorities offering weapons, while the other
giving the middle finger to the bleeding boy
dressed in the independence flag - the preBa'athist tricolour adopted by the opposition,
which represents the Syrian people. The banners
in Kafr Nabl didn't shy away from criticising their
own representatives. One cartoon depicted the
figure of the leader of the exiled opposition Syrian
National Council, Burhan Ghalioun, engaged in a
tug-of-war over a bag of money with Riad al-Asaad,
head of the Free Syrian Army - the collective of
army deserters and some civilians who have taken
up arms against the Syrian government. The
cartoon harshly critiqued the struggle for power
within the ranks of the Syrian opposition.
All of Kafr Nabl performed an opera and posted
it on YouTube. "We don't want your pardon. We
don't pardon you!" they chanted repeatedly after
President Assad granted a public pardon to some
detained protesters.
Other towns followed suit. The mainly Kurdish
inhabitants of Amude, in north-eastern Syria, also
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contributed their own distinctive cartoons. In many
places, these creations were quickly destroyed
soon after they were photographed or filmed by
mobile phones. People eliminated any evidence,
in case regime forces arrived unexpectedly.
However, websites and YouTube footage have
documented the wealth and breadth of Syrian
creative dissent. "It is clear we have here a
sarcastic cultural project: caricatures and tonguein-cheek writing are spreading," said Ali Ferzat.
"This revolution has given birth to new artists."
DAMASCUS
The capital Damascus remains ringed with a heavy
security presence, where protests continue to be
mostly small. But protestors have created an
alternative dissident expression.
One evening, just a couple of days before the
lslamic festive of Eid al-Fitr, Qashoush's 'Yalla
Erhal ya Bashar' echoed loudly through one of the
capital's main squares in a crowded shopping area.
Activists put speakers on top of a building that
blasted the song. "God almighty, even the heavens
agree with us!" said one old lady who was in the
square. She was overheard by one of the young
activists who was there to observe people's
reactions. Passersby and shoppers stood amazed
as the security personnel who were stationed at
the corner ran frantically ar ound, trying to locate
the source of the sound. It was a few minutes
before they managed to stop it.
Other variations on alternati ve dissent soon
followed. Activists threw ping pong balls, 'freedom
balls' as they became known, with the words
"freedom" and " unity" and the names of martyrs
written on them. They released the balls in the
Muhajareen, a neighbourhood minutes away from
the Presidential Palace, and down Mount Qassioun
that overlooks Damascus.
Activists dyed several fountains in Damascus red
to symbolise the blood shed during the uprising
and their opposition to the government's brutal
response to peaceful protests. They went out at
night and posted alternative street names, in
honour of Syrians who died as martyrs for the
revolution. "It depletes the capacities of the
security forces and reminds both the security
apparatus and those who are still sitting on the
fence of what is going on. The point is to keep the
pressure mounting on them," a young activist told
me. "Although the authorities have an iron grip
over our capital, we are here to remind them of
our dreams and aspirations."
Syria is witnessing an explosion of ideas, and is
reclaiming its identity and cultural expression from
the vice of dictatorship.
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are behind the sound of the Syrian uprising

REVOLUTIONARY H.IT PARADE

is

SYRIA'S
Just imagine - broadcasting a seng from a minaret
in Syria! It would definitely need a revolution for
such a bizarre occurrence to happen. Not only
because, according to lslamic traditions, minarets
are only for ca Iling the faithful to prayer, but also
because the iron grip of the Syrian secret services
bans any activities to emerge from mosques apart
from those for religious purposes.
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At the same time when the regime has been
spreading news about "extreme armed groups
occupying Dera'a", the seng 'Ya Haif' ("Shame")
written and sang by Sam ih Shukair, was broadcast
from the minaret of Al Omari Mosque in Dera'a
city. This obviously refuted the cheap lies of the
regime that activists were lslamic extremists, since
no fundamentalist would allow anything ether
than the devotional call to prayer to be issued
from a mosque.
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'Ya Haif' stood at the top of the Syrian revolutionary
hit parade as the first seng specifically written
and recorded for the uprising in March 2011. The
seng soon paved the way for dozens of songs and
musical pieces, which glorified the insurgency and
energised activists. What helped in spreading
these sengs was their repetition in the daily
demonstrations. At the beginning of the revolution,
these demonstrations looked more like street
parties than political protests; later the demos
changed into funerals.
As is the case in most of Syria's newly created
revolutionary arts, these sengs took on the aspect
of satirising the Assad's regime. Three months after
the protests began, the Syrian musician Wael Alkak
resigned from the Syrian Orchestra and was
arrested. His crime was to write the now famous
seng, 'Your Syrian Boiler', which mocked the regime.
He described the Syrian citizen as someone sitting
on a boiler, which due to negligence, later exploded.
He made fun of Ba'ath Party members and actors
who played the roles of hard men in Syrian television
drama series, such as the well-known Bab al-Hara
(The Neighbourhood's Gate). Another seng called
'We Will Fill All the Prisens' by an unknown band
that named itse lf Streng Heroes of Moscow,
lampooned the aggressive and violent behaviour
of the regime's supporters. In addition there were
ether sengs, which ridiculed the Syrian president
himself, including one called 'Yummal' ("Boring"),
written by the dub band, the Syrian Bear.
What really distinguishes the revolutionary songs,
in addition to their large number, is the sheer
diversity of their themes and musical genres. This
makes those of us who follow Syrian cultural life
ask ourselves: where have all these skills been
hiding before now? From jazz to rock & roll to
Eastern music and pop ... nor can we ignore the
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. REVOLUTIONARY HIT PARADE
impact of hip-hop, which stamped its influence at
the very beginning of the revolution with the songs
of the First Division and Statement No 1, and the
Syrian-American rapper Omar Offendum.
Music production did not stop at popular songs
but extended to classical music writing as well.
Syrian musician Malik Jandali - whose father and
mother had been attacked by the security forces
as a result of their son's pro - revolutionary
activities - wrote the piece 'My Homeland' and
an orchestral composition 'Symphony of
Qashoush' - a high art tribute to the most
quintessential of street artists. Naseer Shamma,
the well-known lraqi oud player, played 'Baba
Amro', after the neighbourhood in Horns where
the regime's forces committed atrocities.
Most of the songs written about the revolution
have been scripted and sung by unknown and,
some, known artists who wanted to stay anonymous
because of the regime's desire for violent revenge.
Sometimes listeners could hear some obfuscation
on the tracks, via mixing, dub or sampling, so that
the performers cannot be identified. For example,
in the son~ 'Get up and Let Us Hear Your Voice',
you could feel that there was some editing on the
singer's vocals; yet at the same time this did not
affect the quality of the song. On the contrary, it
might have made it better.
Some songs were regularly used at different stages
of the demos, as in the case of the band Half Apple,
which released several songs. The last of them,
'Small Broken Shop', called for civil disobedience
and strikes as major strategies to ach i eve the
legitimate goals of the revolution. Another example
was the artist Wasfi al- Ma'asarani, who re-produced
songs sung by real demonstrators, and then
overdubbed them with his own distinctive voice.
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DEMONSTRATIONS
looked more like
STREET PARTIES
than
political protests;
later the demos
changed into
FUNERALS
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SYRIA'S
There is no doubt that the revolutionary spirit
which spread all over the country contributed to
the broad dissemination of these songs. But the
real reason behind this rapid musical pollination
is not only the spirit itself, but also the dramatic
change in the way the musicians and singers have
been _thinking and responding. Before the
revolution, most of these artists - and other Syrian
creatives - livedata distance from the people and
their problems. The artistic elite were too
enmeshed in their own lives and endeavours, and
this caused a widening gap in the last few years.
But the popular uprising helped to bring people
together, and motivated musicians, in particular,
to.present works that have been described as both
simple and deep at the same time. These new
works too did not lack in artistic merit.
In general, the songs made by professionalsingers
have been matched by a similar output of popular
folk songs, which have been warmly received
throughout Syria. The most prominent, 'Come on,
Bashar, Time to Leave', was sung by Ibrahim
Qashoush . Hundreds of thousands repeated that
powerful refrain atter him, at demo atter demo.
Alongside Qashoush, some chanters who have
appeared on stage devote their songs to the Syrian
revolution. One of them has been the goalkeeper,
Abdul Baset Saroot, while another folk chanter
Abu Malik performed a song called ' Let's Chant
Together'. This was sung inside and outside Syria.
lt's important to note that most of these songs
are based on the tunes of well-known songs.
Replacing their lyrics with ones that match the
revolutionary mood makes it easy for people to
learn them by heart.
Uniquely these songs and others have reached
into the most walled-off areas of the uprising,
where protests or sit- ins are difficult because of
the tight control of the secret services. In order
toget around these restrictions, activists launched
the campaign 'freedom loudspeakers'. They
distributed portable, high volume loudspeakers
loaded with recordings of many of these songs.
Hidden inside official buildings, in rubbish bins
and even in trees on main streets, they suddenly
started playing all at once. Before the loudspeakers
were located and destroyed by the secret police,
an adventurous activist and his or her camera
captured the desperate hunt for sounds, and
posted it on YouTube. The new video became yet
another piece of material to mock the cowardliness
of the mukhabarat.
These are the w eapons of today's activists in Syria
- ticking musical time bombs hung on trees or in
garbage bins: chants and songs calling for freedom
and liberty that carry the dreams of a young
generation for a better life.
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REVOLUTIONARY HIT PARADE
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It is an open secret that In the past 40 years Syrlan
theatre has suffered a series of setbacks and
defeats under the official pollcy of the Minlstry of
Culture. Tight securlty, censorshlp and looted
budgets plagued some dramas, while others,
without official approval, never saw the light of
day, no matter how prestigious the playwright or
the dlrector might have been. The highly
professional produetions by young dlrectors and
playwrights staged in Damascus in 2008 were
initiatives that suggested new trends In
contemporary Syrian theatre. Yet even they
eventually ran afoul of the security branch of the
Mlnlstry of Culture.
The Syrlan uprising has infused new blood into
arts and culture. At first glance, this energy
seems to have passed theatre by. However, a
closer inspection reveals a different, more
nuanced scenario, and amidst all the challenges,
some of the more consclentious playwrlghts are
groping towards a genuine depiction of life
beyond the stage.
Predictably, the recent theatre shows sponsored
by the Ministry of Culture focused, directly or
indirectly, on stories and themes, which the Syrian
regime has been trying to circulate. At their core
is the supposed 'global plot' against the 'resistance
axls', a grouping of nations, which is better known
as the 'axis of evil' in the rest of the world. Some
of these produetions avoided falling into the trap
of defending the regime while distancing
themselves from the demonstrations. However
this pretended impartiality raised several questions
about the hidden concessions of receiving official
support, since the country's security apparatus
and cultural ministry would not help artists who
were not clearly 'on their side'.
Without state support, there Is a fundamental
challenge in doing theatrical arts du ring a time of
civil unrest. First, there is the purely practical
consideration: because theatre is a collective art,
it requires spaces for rehea rsal and performance.
Also it is impossible to give public performances,
hidden away from the eyes of security forces, like
some of the other arts are able to do. More
generally, theatre requires time to dlgest events
and reproduce them lf it is to be a reflection of
our turbulent times.
Despite these hardships, a vibrant' theatre has
emerged during the revolution, one which still
manages to express the viewpoint of the streets.
For example, one group of dramatists presented
two works by Samuel Beckett ('Ohio Impromptu'
and 'Footfalls') at the Damascus Theatre Lab in
March 2011 . The show was directed by Wael
Qaddour, who was assisted by Mudar al•Hajji, and
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Amidst
alJ the CHALLENGES,
some
of the
more conscientious
:p laywrights
are groping towards

a
genuine depiction
of life
beyond the STAGE.
Jnd~ .actøf§ and aatOffO:J Muhammad Za,zøur,
F.JtfM ~ . Rana Karam and Muhammad Olbu,
The prøduc:tion d i d not ad<nøwledge that a
f'IØi'IOlution wø taldng plac:e ln Syrla. ln•tead it
emt>cdl9d thø ,øirit øf thqatte itHlt, as Oaddøur
ø,cpfalM, "Thewø "a øtau tor dlalogue, c:røation

and

utproduc:tløn

ot Ute,

Tf•••• element• a,e

need~ by fOc:ietJø in both timtn øf 1tabl1Jty and
tim~ øf unrøt:•

In the Syridl øf today it mlght still bø lmP<)$tlble

to preffnt a show in whk:h the uprl§lnø is dlrec:tly
mentioned, Sut it~tfll miøttt ~ PØ:ffible to produu
ø-,:uthatmim,, the uPl'f$1ng, Thit is what Oaddour

u attømøtinø to dø with the p lay ~ i• amently
wo,ting øn, 'F.tr A-,iay•, by the Britlfh playwrlgftt
Ca,yJ c:Jwrc:hHI, He 1$ alsø partk:ipating in anottler
ptay, 'Cøntessiøn', d i rec:ted by the Sc:ottifh
puywns,ht Øarid Grefø, Wbich is part øfthe prøject
•on~ Øay in Spring', In whic:h play-,irights tel1
ftorin about r\9\Vølutiøns in their home countf'ies,
notabSø initiativn have emerøed w ithin
tfM!aue during the Syrian uprl•inø, which reflec:t
tb.e øncems of the peøple, even it they may not
e ~ b.e cømmittH to ·what som• (:OMlder 'the
h i g h ~ Yatu"' øftheatre, TM Matu 8rottlers,
who wrøt.,, directed and acted in the pl;sy 'The
Tomørrøw Revolution Postponed tø Yetterda)'',
and other ~mptes øf experimental theatre døn't
work, ac::cording to Oaddøur. whø wams abøut
"'killing the spiril øf theatre før the sake ot lts
c:ontent", He feels a purely emotional response to
heat.ed ~~ntf prøduces wøru that alone might
not ~ e 1tie cauH, "It is a m~r før diKustion,"
beu,µ, "'ttdePffldsøn atlecont.øtøfcitcumstances
and the nature øf the ;srtistlc:: prøduc::ti øn,
re,ardktH øf their content:•
~m-aJ

A mw e,q,ef'imental t:heatre has nonetheless been
emørøinø, one that adheres to the revolutiona,v
a,ntent wlthout .ac:ritic:inø artistic: standards,
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THEATRE

However because of securlty sensitivlties, most
of these works have had to be presented outside
Sy ria. One example Is 'Look at the Street, This Is
What Hope Looks Like', performed by Reem Ali
and dlrected by Omar Abu Sa'ada in April 2011. It
is a monologue prepared by the writer Muhammad
al-Attar in which he mixed artlcles written by the
Egyptian writer Ahdaf Soueif and several Facebook
statuses. This pioneering work mixed the strong
language of the street with the everyday language
of the Internet. In so doing, explains Attar, it
"attempted to compare the rosy success of Tahrir
Square in Cairo with the bloody al-Saa'a alQadema square massacre in Horns and the
complications of the Syrian situation in general".
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Attar notes that in addition to theatre being an
art, it is a method of communlcating without
"compromising the artlstic values of the text or
the work". Concerned about the role of theatre in
the revolution, Attar adds, "Either you say what
you want now or you stay silent, even if the security
circumstances are the harshest judge in this case."
The playwright Attar's and director Abu Sa'ada's
new show is 'Can You Please Look at the Camera?'
This play, which includes several Syrian theatrical
figures - the actresses Nanda Muhammad and
Luna Abo Derhamen, actors Ayham al-Agha and
Jamal Shukair, screenplay writer Baisan al-Sharif,
musiclan Khalid Omran and directorial assistant
Warad Kaddo - has been performed in several
countries, but not in Syria.
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According to Attar, the play examines the
experiences of political unrest in the country. It
mixes true and fictlonal stories. The character
Nora is an amateur filmmaker who explores
different motlves and views of events in Syrla.
Attar observes, "The text is a theatre inltiative on
different levels, starting from the relationship
between the character and the events taking place
on the streets. It raises questions about the
lncapacity of fear and the value of action . It
continues until it reaches our relationship with
documentary. Is documentary an honest detailed
narration of what happened, or Just recordings of
our impressions, dreams and maybe nightmares?"
Of course the matter of Syrian theatre does not
end with these above-mentioned examples.
Theatre remains an accumulative art when it comes
to making its influence felt. It needs a long time
before it comes to maturity. Circumstances often
prevent people from using a magic mixture, which
allows the intertwining of artlstic fiction and
documentary. Yet for all that, there are clear signs
of a new Syrian theatre starting to emerge on the
horizon. Perhaps it is just waitlng for the audlence
to quieten down before the actors appear onstage.
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SHORT STORY
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"Take your clothes off, you animal - "
The mixture of urine and disinfectant, like sick,
co.v ers t h e place ... from t he cracks in the walls
and in the floor. It oozes out of my skin ...
intermingles with deep feeling of lightness ...
lightness of the soul ... in the heavy weight of
t he body ... and a feeling of the liquid fragility of
life.
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I say to myself, I am sure he must have seen
enough of those today.
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He screams angrily, "Turn your face towards the
wall, you - " He hits me with his long cane on my
freezing shoulder, and then he shows me how to
do the safety manoeuvre.
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I put my hands on my neck and then I lie down
awkwardly ... my belly touches the flesh of the
marble floor.
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"Stand up, go and fuck your sister, how stupid
you are."
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I stand naked ... and my p enis surrenders and
swings between my legs ... I receive an
unexpected slap ... and I feel angry.
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The jailor repeats the action. He fixes my hands
behind my head with the top of his angry
fingers, and then he beats me hard as he looks
straight into my astonished eyes.
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"Get down, you - "
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"Put your hands behind your head, you animal,
then squat!"
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I swallow the insult and take off my underwear
... a sour feeling comes over me ... I look at my
male member, which is too soft ... It gets
smaller, and more shy ... I touch my face, my
little moustache ... I glance at the jailor's eyes.
He also takes a quick look at my penis.

"Squat down, do the safety manoeuvre, you -"
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"All of your c lothes, you mule - "
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I lie down quickly for another time, and I stick
my cheek to the dirty smell of the floor. The
bottom of his trainer sticks to the other cheek.
The jailor rubs his trainer over my eyebrow, I
close my eye ... and with it half closed, I can see
another prisoner. He was bent double naked in
the corridor. He looks at me pitifully through a
brown military blanket. Behind him is an endless
queue of chained prisoners.
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"Stand up, you donkey -"
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I stand naked for another time ... I look
downwards ... I can't see my penis anymore ...
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The jailor holds my head and bangs it against
the wall several times ... I don't feel anything ...
At the tenth bang, I suddenly sense terror
accumulating in me like dust. I explore the
anger of my jailor.
"You animal, what is your jobJ" He shouts at me.
"University teacher, my master ... "
Though I say to myself, "Fuck the sister who
made you my master."
"You are university teacher? ... A plumber is too
good for you. Do you want freedom, teacher?...
Do you want freedom, you don key?... You want
freedom, and the safety manoeuvre is too
difficult for you to do ... Have you done your
military service, you animal?"
I answer, my saliva dried up. "No my master ..."
He contemplates my face, one that has lost its
colour fora while, and then he roars, "A curse
on your green eyes, which look like a donkey
from Cyprus."
He jumps up suddenly ... he screams violently as
he holds my lower jaw. "You put your hands
behind your head and you go down as if you
were going to the toilet. Did you understand,
you donkey - "
I carry out what he said, slowly and fearfully ... I
sit as if I were sitting on the toilet ... my knees,
which carry all my weight, hurt.
His voice comes roaring ... "Go down more - "
I respond to his orders, I kneel on the floor for
another time, leaning my body on my knees this
time. He kicks me with his white trainers on my
naked bum, which looks like a newly slaughtered
chicken ... I embrace the floor again.
The jailor loses his patience. He beats me with
his hands and feet. He does not stop his fit of
rage until he pulls me up and bites my left ear.
He turns me around so that my head hits the
wall another time.
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"Copy me, my shoe is in your sister's vagina!"
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I shake my head quickly showing that I ag ree, at
the same time remembering my gentle sister
with her wide eyes.

b~I

He puts his hands behind his head and he
squats. I copy him quickly and I go down.
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In that moment, another jailor comes out of a
nearby room. He looks at us as he loudly sucks
his fingers after eating roasted chicken. The
smell is all over the place.
My squatted jailor keeps squatting without
noticing the other jailor: "Cough now, you .. "
I cough ... I feel my arsehole open wide ...
jailor looks at me with exceptional disg t.
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manoeuvre. "Do not search m-.
mule or a man behaving li e a mule?"
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The moment we hear the gentle voice of the
second jailor, which does not match his
ssiv.
body, we - both me and my jailor - free .
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"And why are you squatting with him?
trying the safety manoeuvre yourself?
take you long to shit ... You look good
anyway."
Unconsciously we both stand up. The secnn.....--'-'~
jailor, The Bear, made us equal through his
annoyance.
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He looks towards me ... Our eyes
second ... I put my head down to
submissively.
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He turns my body t
shoulder. He scre
on now ..."
I put on all my cl
handcuffs me wi
back ... He puts a
i:I my eyes. I feel
the pleasure of ove rwnelming darkness ... He
leads me back to my cell ... There is the hall,
I can just make it out in front of me. My penis
gradually gets back its normal size, while a
thread of blood creeps down my forehead
towards the blindfold and dampens my
green eyes.
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I dreamt of getting
married,
buying
an
ordinary
car,
having a nice family,
working diligently
and staying away from trouble.
I wanted to lead a simple
and
peaceful life,
like any other young man.
Things have changed now
I want to liberate my homeland,
restore
the
dignity
of
my people and society

and
hold my head high and proudly say,
"I am ~ Muslim Arab Syrian,
in the land of the free."
The question is not whether
my
country
is going to be liberated or not,
it is:
am I going to be alive to witness it
?•
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Translated from Arabic by Leen Zyiad
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Art & Freedom can be found on Facebook under Art.Liberte.Syria.

Written by Arner Matt ar

"When the first drop of blood waters the soil, a
rainbow blossoms." This dream-like image
inspired the title for a painting by the Syrian
artist Bassim al - Rayes, an artwork dedicated to
Akram al-Jawabra, the first martyr to fall in the
Syrian revolution.
Rayes insists on making a painting for every person
who dies during the uprising. It is as if he is
attempting to create a colourful mass grave to
memorialise the dreams of a democratic Syria,
rich in colour and radically different from the
stifling blackness his subjects knew. In his
paintings, the eyes of his freemen are wide open,
and the wounds, caused by bullets that have gone
through their bodies, are vividly portrayed in only
a few drops of blood - like a cry to stop the killings.
lnterestingly, red is absent from his canvases.
These paintings portray many sad love stories that
could be described by one word - waiting.
Rayes first exhibited his painting on the Art and
Freedom page on Facebook. The page runs a new
painting almost every day; each is signed by the
artist, and is not anonymous. This is a deliberate
aet of solidarity, states the page, and one that is
much needed by Syrian citizens, demonstrators,
detainees and each and every victim of the uprising.
This initiative describes itself as "an open page for
all Arab and Syrian artists to express their support
and stand with the Syrian people in their quest for
freedom and against the violence they are
subjected to. The page welcomes all schools of
artistic expressions, different mediums and forms."
The artist Youssef Abdelki founded Art and
Freedom "because Syria is now living through a
critical moment in its history. I had decided to
start the page on Facebook with a group of artists
so we could chronicle all works of art that deal
with this current moment."
The name of the group, inspired by an artistic
Egyptian group founded in the 1940s, was also
chosen to honour the achievements of the Tahrir
Square youth. It was thought that the newly
established Syrian group should be as pioneering
as the young Egyptians because Syrian artists are
tackling subjects they have never before addressed.
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Abdelki worked on a painting entitled 'A Martyr
from Dera'a' in which the subject peers out of the
painting with eyes filled with questions and
confusion, yet also w i th a palpable hunger for life.
The artist said he adopted his approach because,
metaphorically, a martyr never dies. The subject
he was drawing in coal on paper had been shot
dead by Syrian forces during a demonstration.
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Vomit by Yasmin Fanari; The King and the Child by Mohamad Omran; and A Room with Bil/ions of Wa/1s by Vaser al-Safi
Untitled b y Randa Maddah; A Martyr from Dera'a by Youssef Abdelki; Fear by Gylan al-Safadi; and Shabih by Akram al- Halabi
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ART AND FREEDOM
Another protestor was portrayed in a sculpture
by Yasser al-Safi. This one had a hole in his belly,
which marked a startling contrast to the sentence
written underneath: 'a very peaceful demonstrator'.
Safi's expressionistic work represents the anxiety
of Syrian society over the shootings that have
killed more than 10,000 people in the country's
streets, cities and villages. Nowadays every
protestor is a possible martyr, and every
demonstration a possible massacre. That is why
Safi has chosen to depict his peaceful protestor
with a hole in his belly.
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The artist Mohamad Om ran decided to cover the
other side of the conflict and drew a general
wearing only halt of his military uniform. He named
the work, 'Fire at Will'. Omran's project was first
drawn on paper and then the colours were adjusted
on Photoshop. He placed his general in the middle
of pitch -blac k darkness and made his trousers
white. One of the visitors on the Facebook page
commented that "the child is in his father's
trousers", [a sarcastic observation about Bashar
al-Assad's inability to follow his father's footsteps].
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Another work, entitled 'Your Blood Nurtures Our
• Revolution', was sent by the artist Alaa Khanjar
from the occupied Golan Heights, to express
support with his fellow Syrians. In this painting, a
green shoot is growing out of a soldier's helmet,
an image that references the first Syrian soldiers
who refused to shoot their own people. Khanjar
commented on his work by saying: "The Syrian
authorities shot the conscript Khaled al-Masri on
23 March 2011 ... he was killed by three bullets in
the head when he refused to participate in the
raid on Al Omari Mosque in Dera'a."
Amjad Warda made a painting that shows a head
buried in dirt; the head looks out with an expression
of sadness and blame. Dirt dominates the painting
and there are yellow stains and black marks on
the bottom of the head, signs of the torture that
every Syrian prisoner sutters in the dungeons of
the mukhabarat and security services. Another
person commented on Facebook that the man ·
seemed imprisoned in the hollow of a dead tree.
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The concept of Art and Freedom has changed
profoundly, one year on from establishing the
page and after a lot of work has been exhibited
online. At first, the project was posted on Facebook
and other social media platforms in order to make
it publically accessible to everyone everywhere.
Now the site and its contents are being exhibited
in a real art gallery - not a virtual one - to raise
global awareness about the events taking place
in Syria.
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Known f~ t W cAe1Elalc&-lin6alityJ the
shabiha a
'1i e'ast n-M a~ J, irfeQ r forces.
The~ have ~ yed a pivotal r~ 1-J.s ~ .-essing
~hecctA'-'iovement in Syrll . tJl>~sl r osa
Yassin Hassan remembers when these men grew
to promi M e A ttiC stlirEElicB
Hassan
was one 1o...f '1:tfe'lt r~ s J ia h oQ is"tl to write
about political prisoners. Her second novel
Guardians of the Air was short-listed for the Arab
Booker Prize in 2009.

a.

I saw my first shabiha when Abu Ramahah came
to our neighbourhood. He had a shaved head, long
beard, fat belly and always dressed in camouflage ...
During the years of my childhood and adolescence,
the shabiha were always around. Unfortunately,
my quarter was ·full of buildings where they lived.
Day and night the men sat in front of their entrances
with not much to do. Until now, I fail to understand
from where their arrogance and patronising
attitudes came. They never tried to hide their
contempt; they never felt obliged to do so.
Time after time, I saw respectable men bow their
heads and nod as they passed by on the sidewalk
where the shabiha were sitting. And every time
these decent men pretended not to hear the insults
and filthy names the shabiha called them. They
gazed at the gfound and rushed away, afraid ...
We never da red talk about the shabiha. "The walls
have ears," we told each other despite all the
horrible incidents we knew about... My friend at
university Hassan al-Aser had been killed when
he defended a young lady who asked for his help
because she was being chased and molested by
some shabiha. We never talked about him either,
but the image of him being stabbed in the shoulder
with a knife that went directly into his heart still
haunts me today.

... The shabiha and their masters were the law.
They were the judges of all that mattered and no
one could defy them. Today, I see a new sense of
purpose in the shabiha in the streets of all Syrian
cities . For one thing, they are no longer restricted
to Latakia. They spread horror wherever they go;
they are the devils resurrected. Their new job is
to beat protesters, intimidate activists and pursue
dissidents.

r believe they thank God for their new ca Iling. They
accomplish it with passionate zeal. They even
believe they are on a patriotic mission, since they
and their masters own 'the homeland' and define
what patriotism is.
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What is happening today is not entirely new. It is
the result of years of grooming the shabiha.
Because of this we need to speak up and bear
witness. We need to destroy the fear that is deeply
rooted in our memories.

To my city Latakia: are w e destined t o only have m emor ies f ull of fear ?
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